Campus

Alice Douse ES

Driving up to building: Look
for fallen trees and/or physical
damage to the building/roof.
Downed trees? Power lines? If
yes, please describe below.

None

Entering the building: Please
Entering the building: Check
Throughout the building:
Entering the building: Is the Entering the building: Is the fire
pick-up the phone and see if
water throughout the front office Please walk every classroom and
power on to the entire building? panel working or does it need to there is a dial tone. Please call
suite. Please flush all the toilets, hallway: Do you see any signs
Are the exit signs on?
be reset (making a noise)?
yourself to ensure. Is the phone
run the water at each sink.
of water leaking?
system working?

Yes

Working

Working

All Good

Upstairs sink had flooded four 2nd
floor classrooms and two 1st floor
classrooms. Water in room 124 and
in bathroom near room # 124.
Water on floor in rooms # 232,
230, 228 and 226. (Upstairs).

Cafeteria: Is there water for
cooking?

Yes

Cafeteria: Is there power for
cooking?

Yes

Is the cafeteria safe?

Yes

Is the building safe and can we
allow the second phase to walk
the building?

Yes

Audie Murphy MS

None

Yes

Couldn't assess due to standing
water in the foyer. Accessed the
building through a side entrance.

Couldn't assess due to standing
water in the main hallway.

Couldn't assess due to standing
water in the main hallway.

Water leakage and damage in many
classrooms, the athletics wing,
cafeteria, gym, library, front office
and entrance vestibule.

Yes

Yes

No. Standing water on the floor in
the cafeteria.

I do not think so.

Bellaire ES

None

Yes
Note: Front key pad not working.

Working

Working

All Good

Boys restroom in 100 hallway 1
faucet will not turn off.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Note: Flashing light in room 105.
Check light switch in room 110.

Working

Leaks in multiple classrooms,
hallways & restrooms. Water
puddles in room 106 but no sign
of leaking.

Yes

Brookhaven ES

None

Working

All Good

Buckley Stadium

Busted water main pipe
between two home restrooms;
3'-4' of standing water in
elevator room, vestibule and
stairwells.

Career Center

Leak in fire riser behind kitchen.
There is pooled water in several
places by room # 209. There is
water in bathroom pooling around
a toilet by room 109.

Cavazos ES

None

None

Yes

Yes

Working

Working

Working

No Water

Working

Girls RR Hallway 3 one faucet
won't turn off
Boys RR Hallway 3 large water
pressure when flushing and it spills
out of urinal (gross) and one sink
doesn't work
Boys and Girls RR by cafeteria
lots of water pressure when
flushing and girls have one sink
that doesn't work
Left water fountain doesn't work
Disgusting stopped toilet off
cafeteria with feces' in it.
Girls RR at Stairwell C - 2 sinks
don't work and 1 is running and
won't turn off
Upstairs by DAEP girls restroom
second sink on and won't turn off
an last sink won't come on.

All Good

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sprinkler system leak in cafeteria
vestibule.

Yes

Yes

Not sure
Beeping coming from kitchen.
Can’t tell where it’s from.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Maintence/Facility notes before
physical inspection
Douse
2/19 - Upstairs sink flooded 4 second
floor classrooms and 2 first floor
classrooms
Flooding stopped
2/20 - Remediation is needed;
scheduling with contractor

Audie Murphy MS - leak in the
Athletics wing (frozen boiler pipe)
2/16 @ 5:15pm - FD shut off water
main
Scheduled for remediation contractor to
come out and remove water (contractor
scheduled for 2/19)
2/19 @ 10:25am: Remediation
contractor discovered pipe behind
building that is busted (inside boiler
room). Maintenance is on their way
2/19 - Plumbing contractor on site
making repairs.
2/19 - Plumbing repairs completed; a
replacement part is still needed for the
boiler but building should be functional
Remediation contractor has found that
many classrooms and offices have some
water damaged,
Crews will be on site tomorrow to
begin work.
2/20 - Boilers still down, no hot water
Standing water on floor in Cafeteria,
vestibule, and front office area
Kitchen fridge and freezer off

No, not until remediation is
complete and other issues in
question 8.

Brookhaven ES – leaks in multiple
classrooms/hallways
2/16 @ 9am - water leaks observed on
security footage
2/16 - Maintenance shut off water at
select locations
Remediation contractor has removed
standing water from floors and installed
fans
Sheet rock may need to be removed at
wall bases in some areas
Plumbing contractor scheduled to make
repairs on 2/19
2/19 @ 1pm - Contractor repaired water
lines in walls; wall tile and ceilings cut
out to make repairs
Contractor cut water line at hose bib,
will return for repairs.
May be additional water in the
building; remediation contractor may
need to return
2/19 @ 6pm - Maintenance an
additional leak in room 104
Maintenance shut off water to the room
Plumber sent to campus to fix this leak
tonight
Remediation contractor may need to
revisit campus
2/20 @ 6pm - Water has been extracted
from all areas except new leak

Yes

Career Center
2/16 @ 5:45pm - Greenhouse busted
pipes, staff shut off
2/19 @ 3pm - Dr. Porterfield notified
KISD that the ag barn is without water
2/19 @ 3:30pm - Fire riser leaking at
main building behind kitchen; KISD
Maintenance shutting off
2/20 - Main fire riser leaking; Plumbers
to repair

Yes

Cavazos ES - 2/18 - Busted water line
City is going to shut off the main
Sprinkler head in Cafeteria vestibule
was busted
Plumbing contractor shut off fire
sprinkler main line. Building still has
water but no sprinklers.
Remediation contractor or custodians
will remove water.
2/19 @ 10:25am - Oncor notified us
that the school shows to have power.
Cameras are still down.
2/19 @ 6pm - Fire alarm contractor
completed repairs to sprinkler system.
Fire alarm contractor repaired panel,
still 1 minor issue related to sprinklers,
should be addressed tomorrow so
sprinklers can be turned back on.
Fire alarm contractor to return to
campus tomorrow morning.
Remediation contractor has extracted all
water and installed fans for drying.
2/20 @ 9:30am - Sprinkler system
repair complete, fire alarm repair
complete
6pm - Water extraction completed
yesterday, all areas are dry

Yes.
Two toilets (center) in the boys
restroom in the 300 hallway will
not flush. One is dripping water
when you try.
Evidence of standing water in the
boys restroom across from room
311.
Cedar Valley ES

None

Yes

Working

Working

All Good

Can’t enter electrical closets
Evidence of water damage in the
clinic (rm 202) but cannot tell if it
is new or old ceiling tiles are dry.
Water damage in room 201.
Water damage and standing water
in rooms 102 and 103.

Charles Patterson MS

None

Power is on. Exit signs are on. No
power issues noted except in front
office.

The fire panel says there is a
problem and lights would not
come on.

Working

No Water

Partial flood in classroom wing.
Standing water in computer lab
301 and no water to activities
building.

Yes

Yes

All Good

All Good

Yes

All Good

Roof leak in library.

Yes

Yes

Clarke ES

None

Yes

Working

Working

All Good

Clear Creek ES

None

Yes

Beeping; supervisory caution

Working

Clifton Park ES

None

Yes

Working

Working

Distribution Center

Early College HS

All Good

Yes, with the exemption of the 100 Cedar Valley ES
hallway.
2/19 @ 6pm - Room 103 - clogged
sink running, room flooded
Room 201 - puddle on floor with wet
ceiling tiles; need to investigate
2/20-Carpet in room 102 soaked, water
fountains not working
Room 201 puddle on floor with wet
ceiling tiles
Need cleaning/remediation
Low water pressure in both activity
building RR's
Charles Patterson MS
Yes. Water is off so unknown if
2/20 - No water, Maintenance
there are any issues there.
investigating

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, now that busted water pipe at
sink in kitchen has been repaired.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Busted pipe on front of office area.

None

Yes

Working

Working

All Good

Concessions building had 4 busted
lines.
Room 107 smells like gas
Gutter outside the library leaking
in the middle

Clarke ES – Busted water line in
electrical room
2/15 @ 7:20pm - Fire alarm goes off,
FD responded
FD shut off water at select locations
2/15 - Working on scheduling plumber
to make repairs
2/18 @ 4pm - Received notice from Ft.
Hood emergency services that there is
water coming out of the building
2/18 - KISD Maintenance found a sink
overflowing inside the building and
shut it off
Partial flood in classroom wing
Remediation contractor or custodians
will remove water
2/19 - Plumbing contractor on site
working
Plumbing repairs are completed
Remediation needed
Clifton Park ES
2/19 - Roof leak in Library
2/20 @ 9am - Busted pipe at sink in
Kitchen
KISD plumber repaired line
No need for remediation
Distribution Center
2/20 @ 9am - Busted pipe discovered,
water in front office
Remediation needed
Plumber on site making repairs now
Main line is busted, wall demolition
required
2pm - West side offices have water
damage, School Nutrition
2/20 @ 6:30pm - Remediation
contractor scheduled to be on site
tomorrow
Early College HS
2/19 - Concessions building had 4
busted lines, maintenance shut off water
2/20 - Room 105 gas smell;
Maintenance to investigate

Eastern Hills MS

Ellison HS

None

Yes

Working

Working

Water from roof is leaking on the
Principals office roof leak- minor- floor of the hallway across from
dripping on the floor- counselor
library also ceiling tile in front of
office checked - work room checked
library - LOTS of ponding in
atrium area.

Gateway MS and HS

Harker Heights ES

Yes

Yes

Water cleanup necessary

Ellison HS
2/19 @ 1:20pm - KISD discovered that
main building boiler has a busted
manifold
No heat in building until we can receive
parts and make repairs; working on a
Main building boiler has a busted
timeline
manifold.
2/20 @ 10:45am - Water coming up
from ground outside of fieldhouse
Inside of fieldhouse is flooded
Remediation contractor on site today
working

None

Yes

Working

Working

All Good

None

No, rooms 105, 107 & 134 lights
are out

Working

Working

No toilets flushed

No Water

Previous damage still evidentfloor tiles soaked in back office
corner. Leak in front office near
clinic, lounge, standing water
visible. Busted water pipe in
restroom.

All Good

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Facilities/Transportation
Fowler ES

The inside of the field house is
flooded.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

All Good

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Classroom 11 as already noted
has a leak in the ceiling - trash
collecting water and ceiling
tile laying on floor. Several
fresh water spots on ceiling
tiles (still wet to the touch) in
the staff lounge. A couple of
small wet spots on ceiling tiles
in storage room within High
School Administration office.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Multiple interior leaks.

None

None

Yes

Yes

Working

Working
Note: booster trip 2 message on the
box

Working

Working

Yes

Yes

Yes

Harker Heights HS

None

Yes

Working

Working

All Good

Water pipe inside wall at room
1303; standing water in room
1414; soccer concession
building has busted pipe.

Hay Branch ES

None

Yes

Humming sound in cafeteria

Working

Low water pressure in kitchen
toilet, won't flush. Low water
pressure in boys bathroom on back
hallway.

All Good

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Haynes ES

None

No, room 126 and 127 have no
lights. Room 211 has no lights.

Working

Working

All Good.

All Good

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Phones in the front office are not
working.

Some areas in the building had
water with low pressure and some
areas with no running water at all.
No water running in front office
work room or in 500 hall
restrooms.

Iduma ES

None

Power is on in some areas, but not
in other areas. Reported to
Facilities. several rooms had no
lights working or had flickering
lights. Here are the rooms with
The fire/safety panel was turned off
light issues: cafeteria, kitchen, 510,
completely. Reported to Facilities.
512, 513, 101, 102, 103, 104,
203, 207, 208, 209, 401, 403,
406, 408, 609, 306, 308, 309, IDF
Closet, Electrical Closet, Gym
entryway, 503, 504, 210 and 211.

Ira Cross ES

Water leaks at irrigation
backflow preventer.

Yes

Not making a loud alarm
noise, but there was an
intermittent clicking and a $
sign moving across the screen,
but it read "All Systems
Normal."

Working

Water working throughout
office. Water drops on floor in
men's restroom in office - no
leaks apparent. Also low water
pressure in men's restroom in
office.

All Good

Kitchen and 201-215 Boys
Restroom

Yes, but low pressure

Yes. Water dripping from
steamer. Water would not turn
off in hand washing sink. Hot
water not flowing from left
sink in main kitchen area looks like hose not attached as
water sprayed under sink. Also
cart full of water by main
kitchen area sinks. No
apparent leak from ceiling.

Power is out in several areas in the
kitchen.

Yes

Not at this time.

Not at this time.

Small water leaks in kitchen
appliances. Kitchen sink on
due to motion sensor issue.

Yes

JPLC

None

Yes

Working

Working

Working, but low water pressure

All Good

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Killeen HS

None

Yes

Working

Working

All Good

All Good

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Yes

KLSS

None

Yes

Working

Working

All Good

All Good

N/A

N/A

Yes

Yes

Working

Limited, very low pressure. Some
toilets did not flush. Some faucets
did not turn on. Yellow water
when turned on. This includes
Student services and the Sped
Villas that have water #4 &
KECAT. The entire compound has
limited water pressure and limited
if any ability to flush.

All Good

N/A

N/A

Yes

The building is safe, however,
water and water pressure is
minimal.

KLSS

None

Yes

Liberty Hill MS

None

Yes, not sure if it was on in the
front office.

Live Oak Ridge MS

None

Yes

Manor MS

None

Yes

Maude Moore Wood ES

Maxdale ES

None

None

Yes

Yes

Working

Working

Major damage to the front office
and the principal’s office.

Fire Panel--Beeping battery Issue
on panel

Working

All Good

Working

Working

All Good

Makes Noise

Working

Working

Working

All Good
Note: Some urinals are clogged.

All Good

Yes, major damage in the front
office, the gym, and the boys
equipment room.

Room 310 science room -quarter
inch standing water in front of 2
sinks.

Standing water is in the kitchen,
cafeteria, hallways leading to the
gymnasium, girls locker room. No
visible source to where the water is
coming from.

No

Yes

Yes

Safe for admin.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Not at this time with standing
water.
Source of the water is not known.

I feel it is safe as there were dry
patches on the floor where the
water was standing. No visible
ceiling damage or electrical wires
exposed.

Yes
Water Damage to the interior and
exterior ceiling of the building
foyer.
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Floor/carpet of vestibule and part
of library is wet and significant
damage to the ceiling is seen in the
vestibule.

All Good

Gateway
2/19 - City shut off water to portables
Roof leak in room 11
Harker Heights ES
2/19 @ 2pm - water pipe busted in
restroom
Plumbers turned off water to restroom
& possibly breakroom
Will likely require wall demolition to
repair
Remediation is needed
Harker Heights HS
2/19 - Water pipe inside wall at room
1303 is leaking
KISD plumber shut off valve on roof;
wall needs to be demolished to repair,
may be minor
2/19 - Standing water in room 1404
KISD plumbers have investigated,
unable to locate source of leak
2/20 @ 11am - Soccer concession
building has busted pipe

Haynes ES
2/20 @ 4pm - Rooms 126, 127 and 4
of 5 hallways have no power
Circuit brreaker on 2nd floor has
tripped circuits
Room 211 has no lights and most
second floor hallways have no lights

Iduma ES
2/18 - No water on campus
Maintenance following up with City
2/20 @ 3pm - Fire alarm panel appears
to be malfunctioning, contractor to be
called to campus
Cafeteria – Some lights won’t come on
Kitchen – Freezer alarm is sounding
and refrigerator is too warm
Some classrooms are not powered,
some hallways are not powered
Water system in 200 hallway custodial
closet making very loud noise
200 hallway - several classrooms with
loud humming noise, possibly HVAC
Ira Cross ES
2/19 @ 2pm - Outside water line
busted; not sure if domestic water or
irrigation
Following up to confirm if lines were
repaired
2/19 @ 6pm - Small leaks to Kitchen
appliances, plumbers shut off lines
2/20 @ 3:30pm - Kitchen sink
constantly running, motion sensor issue
Standing water in cart by the sink, no
apparent leak from above
Kitchen mixer water line leak, dish
sanitizer hot water leak
Isolated water line and shut off
Water leak at irrigation backflow
preventer
Shut off valve
Killeen HS
2/19 - No water to portable restroom Maintenance to investigate
No heat in small gym - Maintenance to
investigate

Liberty Hill MS
2/17 – City notified us of visible water
leaks from outside of building and shut
off water meter
2/18 @ 3:30pm - Water leak repaired
Damage to gym floor and locker room
storage closet; remediation contractor
will be contacted.
2/19 @ 3pm - Busted pipe in admin
ceiling
Water shut off, leak stop, admin area
flooded w/ 1-2" of water
2/20 - Removing 2' of walls from
Principals office
Likely need to remove bleachers from
gym to replace a portion of the floor
6:30pm - All water has been extracted
Demolition scheduled for tomorrow;
dumpster on site
Air movers and dehumidifiers are
installed
Live Oak Ridge MS
2/20 @ 3pm - Standing water in room
310
Manor MS
2/19 @10am - KISD notified of
standing water in the commons area
Campus has running water, low water
pressure
No noticeably wet ceiling tiles.
Drains clogged in locker rooms and
showers overflowed; damage to
commons, communications room,
custodial closet
Contractor cleared drain lines,
remediation contractor on site
2/19 @ 6pm - Remediation contractor
has assessed damages and crews will be
on site tomorrow
2/20 - Remediation contractors on site
removing water
Wood ES - 2/18 - Busted water line
Contacting City to see if we can get the
main turned off
3:30pm - per KPD, pipe burst in front
entry; ceiling collapsed, shut off fire
sprinkler main; building still has water
4:20pm - Fire alarm silenced
Plumbing contractor shut off fire
sprinkler main line. Building still has
water but no sprinklers.
Fire sprinkler contractor will be
contacted to repair water line
Remediation contractor will be
contacted to remove water
2/19 @ 6pm - Remediation contractor
has assessed damages
Front vestibule carpet and some library
carpet needs to be replaced.
Conference room carpet needs
remediation
Ceiling and lights in vestibule will
need to be removed
Front entry light needs to be repaired or
replaced.
Remediation crews will be on site
tomorrow

Meadows ES

None

Yes

Working

Working

All Good

Montague Village ES

None

Yes

Working

Working

All Good

Mountain View ES
Nolan MS

None
None

Yes
Yes

Working
Working

Working
Working

All Good
All Good

Nolanville ES

None

Yes

Working

Working

Oveta Culp Hobby ES

None

Yes.

Working

Palo Alto MS

None. Drains are flowing freely
which has the front yard holding a
lot of water.

Pathways HS

Outside looks good. KISD
There is electrical power. Exit
facilities team members were here
signs are on and working properly.
upon arrival. They advised that due
The smell of natural gas is
to a hose bib break (room 207) as
emitting from the kitchen.
well as other water issues at the
Facilities was advised.
street, the water was turned off.

Peebles ES

None

Yes

Yes

All good except for minor drip on
sprinkler head outside entrance to
cafeteria. Already a bucket there.
Appears to be a fair amount of
standing water coming from the
"gym area" which flows over into
the cafeteria.
All Good
All Good

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes with caution due to nominal
amount of water.

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes.
Yes

Yes
Yes

All Good

All Good

Yes

Yes

Yes

Elevator not working

Working

All Good

All Good

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Working

Working

Hallway 200 and 300 - boys and
girls restrooms, sink water is not
working, toilets are not flushing

Broken water line in concessions
building.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Note: heat was blowing steadily

Working

Working

No Water

Working

Working

Not potable but there is water that
Water pooling under stove in
runs in the kitchen. It may be on a
kitchen. Doesn't seem to be
separate system as the plumber was Yes. Power is on in kitchen. Smell Not at this time. There is the smell Not at this time. Until the plumber
running at this time. There is water here when I arrived and said that
of natural gas emitting however.
of natural gas emitting from the says it's safe to enter after checking
damage (tile shows) upstairs by
the water had been shut off at the
Facilities was notified.
stove area.
natural gas smell.
room # 401 in hallway.
street. Water works in cafeteria
water fountains.

All toilets and sinks inside were
functioning. Portable 112 which
an exterior building used as a
Rooftop hose bib busted. One
restroom has frozen lines and ice in portable restroom frozen, no water.
the toilets on the men's and
women's sides.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Not until remediation is done and
exterior portable with bathrooms is
fixed.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Meadows ES
2/19 - Small drip from cafeteria ceiling;
Maintenance to investigate
Montague Village ES
2/20 - ponding water found in
Activity Room and Cafeteria;
Maintenance to investigate

Nolanville ES
2/19 - 3 classrooms found with no
functioning HVAC; Maintenance to
investigate
2/20 - Elevator not working
Low water pressure in activity building
Girls RR
Nolanville ES
2/19 - 3 classrooms found with no
functioning HVAC; Maintenance to
investigate
2/20 - Elevator not working
Low water pressure in activity building
Girls RR
Nolanville ES
2/19 - 3 classrooms found with no
functioning HVAC; Maintenance to
investigate
2/20 - Elevator not working
Low water pressure in activity building
Girls RR
2021.02.19 @ 9:30pm - Notified by
KISD PD of fire alarm. Officer
walking school.
Room 214 is flooded, can hear water
flowing in the wall
Contractor was onsite today repairing
Broken water line in concessions
building; water shut off
Pathways
2/17 – City notified us of visible water
leaks from outside of building and shut
off water meter
2/19 - Plumbing contractor is scheduled
to visit campus today.
2/19 - Hose bib was busted pouring
water outside of building; bib was
replaced
Peebles ES
2/17 – KISD notified city of possible
water leak and requested that they shut
off the meter
2/19 - Rooftop hose bib busted,
contractor getting parts for repairs
There appears to be water line beneath
freezer that is leaking water; KISD
coordinating with contractor
2/19 @ 6pm - Line above the freezer
was busted, water leaked behind freezer
and exited building
Contractor repaired line and system
appears to be functioning properly
Need to inspect to determine if
remediation is needed
2/20 @ 12:30 - Report of slight gas
smell in Kitchen
Portable restroom frozen, no water

Central hall Girls bathroom (by
workroom 106) far right faucet
continues to run (I manually turned
water off under sink to prevent
continuous running
Pershing Park ES

None

Yes

Working

Working

**Clinic faucet will not stop
running)

East Side of building upstairs boys
restroom, there is Small amount of
standing water under urinal in boys
restroom.
West side boys restroom large
puddle under urinal (close to Em
224)
Appears to be a roof leak in main
office area.

Property Management

Working

Rancier MS

None

Yes

Working

Reeces Creek ES

None

Yes

Working

Working

No Water

Risk Management and
Benefits

None

Yes

Working

Working

All Good

Saegert ES

None

Yes

Fire alarm contractor on site to
repair control panel.

Working

Sheridan Bus Barn

All looked good upon initial
arrive. Once we walked inside, it
was noted that water was
flowing/gushing out from vehicle
bay. Adam was immediately
notified.

Yes

Working

Working

All Good

There is water by the girls locker
room (west exit door) that appears
to have come from outside. Water
on floor in room 119. Standing
water in concession stand restroom.

Small amount of standing water in
boys restroom in 400 hallway
gathered near drain.
All Good

Rooms 120, 121, 122, 123, Music
Backwall of Offices hot.
and storage closet all being treated
Temperatures con control needs to
for remediation. Upstairs near room
be addressed. Intercom makes loud
213 water damage from ceiling to
noise.
wall.

All Good

Shoemaker HS

None

Yes

Makes Noise

Yes
Classroom/portable phones were
not all working

Toilet Flushing issues

Skipcha ES

None

Yes

Working

Working

No Water

In second building only... water
gushing from vehicle bay.

Small gym water leak from ceiling,
kiln room leak. Between 1106 and
1107 small drying puddle
Room 1402 and 1404 sinks
running and cannot be turned off

Major water damage to east wing
1st and 2nd floors due to busted
water fountain water line;
remediation necessary. Called/text
Facilities

Yes

Yes

Yes

No water pressure

Yes there is power
Note: oven alarm sounding and
standing water present

Puddle of water under and behind
oven.
Alarm sounding from one of the
ovens.

N/A

N/A

N/A

Rancier MS
2/19 @ 7:30am - KISD notified of fire
alarm
8:30am - FD shut off water main to
school
1pm - Plumbing contractor is at
campus investigating
I would say you need to wait until
6pm - Plumbing repairs completed - 1
remediation is complete.
sink was overflowing upstairs
Need to investigate to determine if
remediation is needed
Standing water in concession stand
restroom, no visible leaks Maintenance to investigate
2/20 - Coordinating remediation
Not at this time.
note: standing water and oven
alarm in cafeteria
Reeces Creek ES
Facilities working on water main. 2/18 - No water on campus
Maintenance following up with City
Yes

No

No

Busted fire sprinkler water line in
cafeteria. Extensive damage to the
cafeteria.

Yes, as long as cafeteria is not
being accessed.

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Saegert ES – Busted fire sprinkler water
line in Cafeteria; only Cafeteria has
water damage
FD shut off fire sprinkler main; school
still has water
2/18 - Remediation contractor capped
water line; on site cleaning out water
2/18 - Fire alarm contractor on site
working on the fire alarm control panel;
board is fried
2/19 - Fire sprinkler contractor made
repairs to sprinkler system and system
was recharged.
Fire alarm contractor made repairs to
fire alarm system, still 2 minor issues
but system is functional
Remediation contractor still has drying
equipment installed.
2/20 @ 6pm - All areas are dry
No demolition necessary except for
what was removed to contain the leak

Shoemaker HS
2/18 - No water on campus or in
fieldhouse
Maintenance following up with City
2/18 - Pool of water in hallway by
1106/1107
Leak above ceiling in storage room
Yes
between 1106/1107
2/19 - Plumbing contractor should be
able to get to campus today
6pm - contractor unable to make it to
campus today
2/20 @ 10:45am - Small gym water
leak from ceiling
Kiln room leak
Skipcha ES
2/19 @ 11:40am - Entire west wing
(1st & 2nd floors) is flooded
Water main is off
Plumbing contractors is on site
2/19 @ 1:30pm - KISD was notified of
a fire alarm
Plumbers were on campus at the time,
possibly set off sprinklers when water
line was turned on
2pm - Fire alarm disconnected while
repairs are underway
2/19 @ 6pm - Water fountain water line
I would not recommend employees busted in wall;
outside of campus administrators Flooded 4 second floor rooms and
returning at this time.
about 8 first floor rooms; possibly
needs major demolition and
reconstruction
Remediation contractor is still on site
extracting water.
2/20 - Remediation contractor will be
removing 2.5' of walls on second floor
and 4' on first floor classrooms
6:30pm - All water has been extracted
Demolition has begun; Construction
dumpster is onsite
Air movers and dehumidifiers installed
throughout building

Smith MS

None

Yes

Working

Working

600 hallway leak repaired prior to
walk thru. Room 610: door open,
no visible water
No toilets flushed. Staff bathroom
Room 611, 612, 614, 615 & 616:
across from Room 200 has been
fans and air driers running but no
used although it doesn't flush
visible water on the floor, walls or
in the water collection areas (trash
cans or sinks).

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Smith MS – 600 hallway leak reported 2/14
2/15 @ 3pm - Maintenance shut off
water at select locations
2/15 - Remediation contractor removed
standing water from floors and installed
fans
More water came up through the floor
drains overnight
KISD plumber scheduled to work on
repairs on 2/19, remediation contractor
to follow
2/19 @ 1pm - Acid tank was frozen,
contractor cleared the line
May need remediation or custodians can
possibly clean the water
2/20 @ 6pm - All areas extracted twice;
KISD crew mopped up 3rd water event
Dehumidifiers and fans installed and
running
Building will be checked tonight to
determine if still wet; if dry, equipment
will be removed

Leaking toilet and low water
pressure 100 hallway girls
restroom.

Sugar Loaf ES

None

Yes

Fire panel alarm is beeping and
says: Trouble

Working

Toilets not flushing in boy’s
restroom across from room 8.
Cafeteria boys restroom urinals do
not flush. Girls across from rm 13
3 toilets do not flush. Boys (same
hall) urinals do not flush.

Technology Services Center

None

Yes

Working

Working

All Good

Timber Ridge ES

None

Yes

Working

Working

All Good

Transportation

None

Yes

Working

Working

All Good

**Ceiling drip in room 19
computer lab. Water
dripping onto ceiling tile. The
water has not entered the
classroom, but if it continues to
drip, it might.

Small drip from cable conduit in
Cubical side electrical room. 10x10
inch wet spot on the floor.
All Good
Training room number two has a
small leak on the air vent.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

Yes

Trimmier ES

None

Yes

Working

Working

All Good

Room 209- standing water and 2
sinks full of water (iPads and
storage carts in this room)
Custodian closet has leak in sink intercom kept popping while we
were here. Water damage at the
entrance.

Union Grove MS

None

Yes

Working

Working

All Good

All Good

Yes

Yes

Yes

Venable Village ES

None

Yes

Working

Working

All Good

All Good

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, but heavy odor

Yes

Yes

Trimmier ES
2/18 - No water on campus
Maintenance following up with City
2/19 @ 6pm - Plumber investigated, no
issues found
Not at this time
Note:
Water has been turned back on
standing water in room with lots of
2/20 @ 3pm - Standing water in room
electricity
209, sink overflowing
Maintenance notified and on their way
Cracked line on boiler, no hot water to
one sink
Leak repaired
Union Grove MS
Yes
Fire alarm went off at some point and
FD shut off water.
Yes

West Ward ES

None

Yes

Working

Working

No Water

All Good

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Willow Springs ES

None

Yes

no beeping or noises but panel
states there is system trouble
and system bypass

Working

No Water

All Good

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

West Ward ES
2/17 – City notified us of visible water
leaks from outside of building and shut
off water meter
2/18 - Plumbing contractor visited
campus and found water coming up
from ground on City's side of water
meter. Notifying City for repair.
2/20 @ 2pm - City working on water
main
6pm - We were notified by City that
water main will be repaired (tomorrow?)
Willow Springs ES
2/18 - No water on campus
Maintenance following up with City

